Given a planar straight line graph G with n vertices and a point P^, locating P q means to find the region of the planar subdivision induced by G which contains P^. Recently, Lipton and Tarjan presented a brillian but extremely complex point location algorithm which runs in time 0(logn) on a data structure using 0(n) storage. This paper presents a practical algorithm which runs in less than 6 Tlog2nl comparisons on a data structure which uses O(nlogn) storage, in the worst case. The method rests crucially on a simple partition 
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Given a planar straight line graph G with n vertices and a point P^, locating P q means to find the region of the planar subdivision induced by G which contains P^. Recently, Lipton and Tarjan presented a brillian but extremely complex point location algorithm which runs in time 0(logn) on a data structure using 0(n) storage. This paper presents a practical algorithm which runs in less than 6 Tlog2nl comparisons on a data structure which uses O(nlogn) storage, in the worst case. The method rests crucially on a simple partition 
Construction of the point location tree
We shall now construct the data structure J -a binary search treeto be used by the point location algorithm. 
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The number of V-nodes is obtained as follows. Let P*[t |t is a V-tree and there is no other V-tree T' which is a proper subtree of t } . The root of any T 6 P is the only V-node in T, otherwise there would be V-tree T f which is a subtree of T.
The cardinality of P is at most (n- 
If we represent H-nodes by the symbol (jt) , where t is the number of
the segment assigned to the node, and V-nodes by the symbol , where y is the ordinate assigned to the node, the structure J" for the graph of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 . We must now distinguish two cases:
(1) the root of VT is a regular V-node. In this case, 0 < < K.
Consider HT^ (an analogous argument holds for HT2 >. The set U is an The vertical edges are shown as thick lines.
